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INTRODUCTION
A robot is a multifuntional and reprogrammable mehanism able to move in a given environment.
Three broad lasses of robots an be distinguished on the basis of their mobility: Robot arms
have a xed base and their mobility omes from their artiulated struture, thus operating on
a bounded 3D subspae. Robot vehiles move on 2D surfaes by using wheels or other similar
ontinuous tration elements (see ROBOT NAVIGATION). Walking robots are designed to move
through rough terrains by using artiulated legs. Of ourse, mixed possibilities do also exist like
robot arms mounted on wheeled vehiles. This hapter is devoted to robot arms or manipulators,
whih will be simply alled robots hereafter.
Eah robot is endowed with a ontroller that ommands its mehanial struture to perform the
desired tasks. Controllers are usually hierarhially strutured from the lowest level of servomotors
to the highest levels of trajetory generation and task supervision. The ativity taking plae at
all these levels is oneptually the same: an atual motion (of a single joint, the end-eetor or
the entire robot) is made to follow as losely as possible a ommanded motion through the use of
feedbak. The dierene lies in the oordinate systems used at eah level.
At least four oordinate spaes an be distinguished: the taskspae (used to speify tasks, pos-
sibly in terms of sensor readings), the workspae (6D Cartesian oordinates dening a position and
orientation of the end-eetor), the joint spae (intrinsi oordinates determining a robot ongura-
tion) and the atuator spae (in whih atual motions are ommanded). Sine robot ontrol entails
transforming a speiation in taskspae into atuator ommands, it ritially depends on aurate
mappings between the aforementioned oordinate spaes (see GEOMETRICAL PRINCIPLES IN
MOTOR CONTROL).
Neural networks have been used to approximate these mappings when they are diÆult or impos-
sible to derive analytially (suh as in the ase of exible or redundant robots, or in tasks entailing
sensorimotor oordination) and when, beause of environmental hanges or robot wear-and-tear,
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the mappings vary in time and the ontroller needs to adapt on-line to these variations. This
hapter disusses four suh mappings and the neural models used to implement them adaptively.
NEURAL ADAPTIVITY IN ROBOT CONTROL
A robot, when moving, an be thought of as realizing a mapping from atuator spae to joint spae,
and to the workspae and taskspae as well. These are referred to as forward mappings, whih are
parametrized by the urrent state of the robot. In the same very general terms, a ontroller an
be viewed as implementing inverse mappings, in that, given the urrent state and a desired output
(sensory pattern or robot pose), the ontroller has to generate the appropriate ommands to attain
that output.
Control strategies often rely on models of the mappings above. Forward models are used to
provide fast internal feedbak in order to prevent instabilities in the ontrol loop. Inverse models
lie at the ore of feedforward ontrol. The learning of suh models by means of neural networks is
desribed in SENSORIMOTOR LEARNING, whereas their use inside robot ontrollers is disussed
in ROBOT LEARNING.
For the purpose of this hapter, let us mention that inverse models an be aquired under four
shemes, namely diret inverse modelling, feedbak-error learning, distal supervised learning and
reinforement learning (see SENSORIMOTOR LEARNING for details). These shemes an be
applied under both supervised and unsupervised (or self-supervised) training modes and through
the use of orrelational, reinforement or error-minimization adaptation proedures (Torras, 1995).
This distintion between adaptation proedures is made on the basis of the type of problem infor-
mation they use (Figure 1).
Correlational proedures use no problem information and their goal is to arry out feature
disovery or lustering. In a robot ontrol setting, these proedures are often used to represent a
given state spae in a ompat and topology-preserving manner. Two appliations to be desribed
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later rely on representations of this type for the robot workspae (see setion \Inverse Kinematis")
and the spae of joint positions, veloities and aelerations (see setion \Inverse Dynamis"). The
orrelational proedures most widely used for robot ontrol are SELF-ORGANIZING FEATURE
MAPS, CMAC and ADAPTIVE RESONANCE THEORY.
Error-minimization proedures require omplete target information|in the form of input/output
pairs| and their goal is to build a mapping from inputs to outputs that generalizes properly. These
proedures are the most widely used in appliations and, among others, the LMS rule, bakpropaga-
tion (see PERCEPTRONS, ADALINES AND BACKPROPAGATION), loally weighted projetion
regression and onjugate gradient optimization have been applied to robot ontrol, as desribed
below.
Reinforement-based proedures lie between both extremes. They make use only of a reward/penalty
signal to build a mapping that maximizes reward (see REINFORCEMENT LEARNING). These
proedures have been applied for learning sensorimotor maps as desribed later.
INVERSE KINEMATICS
The inverse kinematis mapping is that providing joint oordinates as a funtion of the position
and orientation of the robot end-eetor, thus relating the workspae to the joint spae. The use of
neural networks to learn this mapping is of partiular interest when a preise model of some joints
is laking or when, due to the operation onditions of the robot (in spae, underwater, et.), it is
hardly possible to realibrate it.
Feedforward networks using bakpropagation have been extensively tested in this ontext, un-
der both the diret inverse modelling and the distal supervised learning approahes (Jordan and
Rumelhart, 1992), leading to the onlusion that a oarse mapping an be obtained quikly, but an
aurate representation of the true mapping is often not feasible or extremely diÆult. The reason
for this seems to be the global eet that every onnetion weight has on the nal approximation
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obtained (Krose and van der Smagt, 1993).
A way to avoid this global eet is using loal representations, so that every part of the network
is responsible for a small subspae of the total input spae. One suh representation is the 3D
SELF-ORGANIZING FEATURE MAP (SOM) used by Ritter et al. (1992) to enode the robot
workspae. This is ombined with the LMS rule to learn the inverse kinematis of a robot arm with
three degrees-of-freedom (dof) under a diret inverse modelling approah. The inputs to eah neuron
are the oordinates of the desired end-eetor position, and the outputs (after orret learning)
are the joint angles and the Jaobian orresponding to that position. Thus, this model provides a
disrete enoding of the inverse kinematis mapping augmented with a linear approximation at eah
sample point that permits interpolating joint angles with higher preision. The network has been
shown to self-organize into a reasonable representation of the workspae in about 30.000 learning
yles. This should be taken as an experimental demonstration of the powerful learning apabilities
of this model, beause the onditions in whih it was made to operate are the worst possible ones:
no a priori knowledge of the robot kinematis, random weight initialization, and random sampling
of the workspae during training.
This basi model has been extended in three diretions to ope with higher-dof robots. First,
a hierarhial version, onsisting of a 3D SOM whose nodes have assoiated a 2D SOM eah, was
applied to a 5-dof robot. The 3D net enodes the workspae as before, while eah 2D subnet
approximates the end-eetor orientation spae at the orresponding position (Ritter et al. 1992).
Ruiz de Angulo and Torras (1997) have adapted this hierarhial model to suit a pratial
setting. Thus, instead of learning the kinematis from srath, only the deviations from the nominal
kinematis embedded in the original robot ontroller are learnt. This, together with informed
initialization and sampling, as well as several modiations in the learning algorithm aimed at
improving the ooperation between neurons, lead to a speed-up of two orders of magnitude with
respet to the original model. Thus, when applied to the self-alibration of a 6-dof robot installed in
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a spae-station mok-up, 95% of the dealibration was orreted with the rst 25 movements, this
perentage raising to 98% after 100 movements. Moreover, other desirable features in stand-alone
appliations, suh as parameter stability, are guaranteed.
The third extension relies on the generalization of SOMs to Parametrized SOMs (alled PSOMs).
The idea is to turn the disrete representation into a ontinuous one by assoiating a basis funtion
to eah neuron, so that a parametrized mapping manifold is obtained. Moreover, PSOMs make no
distintion between inputs and outputs, thus enoding bidiretional mappings. The PSOM redues
onsiderably the number of training samples required to attain a given preision as ompared to
the SOM (Walter and Ritter, 1996), allowing the learning of the full inverse kinematis of a 6-dof
robot with less than 800 movements.
Reently, the development of humanoid robots has raised the interest in learning inverse kine-
matis. Due to the many dof's involved, the aim is no longer learning the mapping for the whole
workspae, but foussed on a spei trajetory. Following the trend of using loalized represen-
tations, D'Souza et al. (2001) have applied a supervised algorithm {loally weighted projetion
regression{ in this ontext, with promising results.
INVERSE DYNAMICS
When the robot dynamis needs to be taken into aount, the ontrol learning problem beomes
more involved (see GEOMETRIC PRINCIPLES IN MOTOR CONTROL). An inverse dynamis
mapping relating end-eetor aelerations to the required joint fores and torques needs now to
be onsidered.
Sine the erebellum is known to be involved in the prodution and learning of smooth move-
ments, several erebellar models have been proposed and applied to ontrol robot arms. The pioneer
suh model was the Cerebellar Model Artiulation Controller (CMAC) developed by Albus in 1975
(see CEREBELLUM AND MOTOR CONTROL), but today the debate is still open as to what
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model best aptures the funtionality of the erebellum and whether any suh model an onstitute
a pratial option to ontrol robots (van der Smagt and Bullok, 1997). A point of agreement is
that the erebellum onstruts an inverse dynamis model as it learns. Thus, erebellar models
have been used for this purpose inside robot ontrollers.
Miller, Hewes et al. (1990) ombined the table look-up failities provided by CMAC with an
error-orretion sheme similar to the LMS rule to aomplish the dynami ontrol of a 5-dof robot.
The idea underlying this ombination is similar to that of enlarging SOMs with the LMS rule, as
desribed in the preeding setion. Here, CMAC is used to represent the state spae in a ompat
and loalized manner, as there SOMs were used to over the robot workspae. To teah the robot
to follow a given trajetory, suessive points along it are supplied to both the neural network and
a xed-gain ontroller and then their responses are added up to ommand the robot. Therefore,
the neural network ats as a feedforward omponent. After eah yle, the atual ommand given
to the robot together with its urrent state are used as an input-output pair to train the neural
network following a diret inverse modelling approah. As learning progresses, the CMAC network
approximates the inverse dynamis mapping and, onsequently, the eet of the xed-gain ontroller
tends to zero. The network onverges to a low error (between 1 and 2 position enoder units) within
10 trials, provided enough weight vetors are used.
The same trajetory learning task above was takled by Miyamoto, Kawato, et al. (1988)
by using a feedbak-error learning approah. They used diretly as error signal the output of
the feedbak ontroller, whih an be interpreted as a loal linearization of the inverse dynamis
mapping if the learning rate is suÆiently small. This error measure is less aurate than that
used by Miller, Hewes, et al., but has the advantage of being diretly available in the ontrol
loop, thus avoiding the omputation of the urrent state of the robot required in the diret inverse
modelling approah. The authors report that, after training the robot to follow a trajetory lasting
6 seonds for 300 trials, the average feedbak torque dereased from a few hundreds to just a few
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units, demonstrating that the neural network had taken over ontrol from the xed-gain ontroller.
Moreover, the mean square error in the joint angles dereased steadily 1.5 orders of magnitude.
FORCE-MOTOR MAPPING
For tasks entailing the ahievement of a goal using sensory feedbak, even programming in taskspae
oordinates an be very omplex. An example is the insertion of omponents with small learane,
sine devising a detailed fore-ontrol strategy that performs orretly in all possible situations, and
subjet to real-world onditions of unertainty and noise, is extremely diÆult. What is needed to
aomplish this type of tasks is an appropriate sensorimotor mapping relating sensory patterns to
atuator ommands. A relay through the intermediate workspae and joint spae representations
may or may not be required (see LIMB GEOMETRY: NEURAL CONTROL).
Gullapalli, Barto, and Grupen (1994) have used an assoiative reinforement learning system to
learn ative ompliant ontrol for peg-in-hole insertion using a 6-dof robot (see REINFORCEMENT
LEARNING IN MOTOR CONTROL). The system takes the sensed peg positions and fores, as
well as the previous position ommand, as inputs, and produes a new position ommand as output.
Thus, eighteen real values are entered into a network with two hidden layers of bakpropagation
units, and six real values are produed by its output layer of stohasti reinforement-learning units.
The reinforement signal depends on the disrepany between the sensed and the desired position
of the peg, with a penalty term being ativated whenever the sensed fores on the peg exeed a
preset maximum. The training runs start with the peg at a random position and orientation with
respet to the hole, and end when either the peg is suessfully inserted or 100 time steps have
elapsed. Experimental results show that, after 150 trials, the robot is onsistently able to omplete
the insertion. Moreover, the time to insertion dereases ontinuously from 100 to 45 time steps
over the subsequent 500 training runs.
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VISUOMOTOR MAPPINGS
Depending on the task to be performed and the amera-robot arrangement, visuomotor mappings
take dierent forms. Thus, in eye-hand oordination, where ameras external to the robot are
used to monitor the pose (position and orientation) of its end-eetor, a mapping from the amera
oordinates of a desired end-eetor pose to the joint angles that permit attaining that pose is
sought. This mapping is losely related to the inverse kinematis one, espeially if the amera
oordinates of seleted points in the end-eetor uniquely haraterize its pose. Therefore, the
same models used to learn inverse kinematis have been applied in this ontext (Ritter et al. 1992).
A amera mounted on a robot arm is used in tasks suh as visual positioning and objet traking.
The goal of these tasks is to move the amera so that the image aptured mathes a given referene
pattern. The target is thus no longer a position in spae but a desired image pattern, and the
desired visuomotor mapping needs to relate osets w.r.t. that pattern with appropriate movements
to anel them. In visual positioning, the sene is assumed to be stati and the main issue is to
attain high preision. Appliations inlude inspetion and grasping of parts that annot be preisely
plaed (e.g., in underwater or spae settings). The aim of objet traking is to maintain a moving
objet within the eld of view, speed being here the ritial parameter instead of preision.
The lassial way of takling these tasks onsists of dening a set of image features and then
deriving an interation matrix relating 2D shifts of these features in the image to 3D movements
of the amera (Samson, LeBorgne, and Espiau, 1990). Note that the visuomotor mapping an be
implemented with or without a relay through the workspae, depending on how the movements of
the amera are ommanded.
In the ase of visual positioning, Wells, Venaille, and Torras (1996) have used bakpropagation
to learn the interation matrix. The training proedure onsists of moving the amera from the
referene position to random positions and then using the displaement in image features together
with the motion performed as input-output pairs. The system thus follows a diret inverse mod-
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elling approah. In operation, the robot is ommanded to exeute the inverse of the motion that
the network has assoiated to the given input. The key option in this work is the use of global
image desriptors, whih permits avoiding the ostly mathing of loal geometri features in the
urrent and referene images. By using a statistial measure of variable interdependene (the mu-
tual information riterion), sets of global desriptors as variant as possible with eah robot dof are
seleted from a battery of features, inluding geometri moments, eigenvetors, pose-image ovari-
ane vetors and loal feature analysis vetors (Wells and Torras, 1998). The results obtained with
a 6-dof show that, after 10.000 learning yles, translation and rotation errors are lower than 2mm
and 0.1 degrees, respetively.
Conerning objet traking, Shram, van der Linden, et al. (1996) have used a feedforward
network together with a onjugate gradient learning algorithm to make a amera trak a art moving
arbitrarily on a table. A visuomotor mapping relating the urrent and past visual oordinates of
the art with joint displaements is built on-line as the robot moves. Only two robot dofs need to
be ontrolled, and thus the network has two outputs, while several numbers of inputs have been
tried. The traking performane is shown to improve as more previous positions of both the art
and the robot are used, attaining an average lag of only 8mm in the ase of seven inputs.
DISCUSSION
After surveying several robot neuroontrol appliations entailing the learning of various mappings
(Table 1), we have extrated some guidelines.
In the ase of mappings that an be easily sampled, it seems suÆient to apply a diret inverse
modelling approah ombined with an error-minimization learning proedure. Some simple inverse
kinematis mappings and visuomotor mappings used for visual positioning have been learned in
this way. If the input spae is omplex, then many researhers have resorted to a ombination of
orrelational rules for the eÆient oding of that spae, with error-minimization proedures to build
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the appropriate assoiation with the outputs. The use of self-organizing feature maps to enode the
robot workspae or the sensor spae, as well as the appliation of CMAC to the oding of the robot
dynamis state spae, fall into this ategory. When the task is speied as a goal to be attained
using sensory feedbak, without making expliit the movements neessary to attain it, the only
possibility is to resort to reinforement learning proedures, whih depend just on the availability
of a measure of suess rather than an error measure.
The number of learning yles required ranges widely in the appliations desribed, depending
on the omplexity of the mapping to be learned as well as on the auray required. Only 10 trials
are needed to get a useful mapping in the ase of inverse dynamis using CMAC. The explanation
is that only a very oarse mapping is needed, sine the neural ontroller is used as a feedforward
omponent in ombination with a xed-gain feedbak ontroller. The number of trials raises to a
few hundreds in the ase of fore-motor mappings for insertion of omponents. 100 learning yles
suÆe to orret the distortions in the inverse kinematis mapping resulting from robot wear-and-
tear, while this number raises to near 1.000 when the full mapping has to be learned from srath.
And the progression ontinues to up to 10.000 trials when the inputs are not spatial oordinates but
global desriptors extrated from images. Of ourse, some of these gures might be onsiderably
lowered in the future; espeially the last one if more eÆient odings of the input spae are found.
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. Proedures for neural adaptivity. See (Torras, 1995) for a detailed explanation.
Table 1. Neuroadaptive proedures used to approximate several robot mappings.
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